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1. Introduction  

 
A.F.I., the Italian Association of Phonographic Producers, is the consensus voice of 200 Italian 
small and medium size enterprises (“SMEs”) of audio and video music producers and 
publishers. It is member of Confindustria and also founding member of “Sistema Cultura 
Italia”. 
 
It collects and distributes neighboring rights to its members and supports their activities in Italy 
and abroad. In this respect, A.F.I. is particularly active in promoting initiatives aimed not only 
at developing new business models suitable to SMEs of the music industry, but also at 
strengthening the cooperation with other rightholders and collecting societies.   
 
A.F.I. welcomes the reflection paper of DG INFSO and DG MARKT on “Creative Content in a 
EU Digital Single Market: Challenges for the Future” as it believes it is a positive step forward the 
creation of a modern legal framework for a genuine single market for creative content online in 
the light of the ambitious European Digital Agenda.    
 
A.F.I. shares the Commission’s approach that internet, together with the technological 
revolution, has created innovation and new opportunities for established and new players. 
Thanks to the new technology, the consumption of music can nowadays be made available 
through a variety of forms and manners and music can be delivered via different channels to 
offer consumers with a wider choice.  
 
However, while internet is commonly recognized as a new route complementary to other 
channels of distribution, the widespread increase of the dissemination of works, also in digital 
forms, has increased considerably the growth of piracy. 
According to A.F.I., piracy is a corrosive factor which hinders the establishment of a genuine 
online retail market for the music industry. It is a form of “free riding” which is currently taking 
a considerable advantage from the widespread use of internet.1  
 
As part of the broad discussion for an European Digital Agenda, A.F.I. welcomes the 
opportunity of providing the Commission with its input and comments with respect to the 
“Possible EU actions for a Single Market for Creative Content Online” as outlined in chapter V 
of the present consultation paper.2 
 
                                                           
1 With respect to the issue of online piracy, A.F.I. has recently organized a roundtable discussion with key players 
to tackle the problem of piracy in the digital world. The roundtable clearly showed that broad consensus among 
rightholders, music companies, internet providers and telecom industries is needed in order to build a genuine 
market for online commerce (A.F.I. Roundtable discussion “Web and creativity” Rome, 18th June 2009).    
2 A.F.I. submitted a detailed response to the initial “Content online consultation” in February 2008 and has 
continued to follow the initiative closely. 
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2. Possible EU actions for a Single Market for Creative Content Online 
 
2.1 Consumer access 
 
A.F.I. believes that consumers must be given the possibility of accessing copyright protected 
content through legal services. In this respect, A.F.I’s members strive to develop online offers 
that meet consumers’ needs and demands.  
 
However, notwithstanding the increase of legal offers, the level of online piracy still remains at 
unprecedented levels in the European online music market and contributes to seriously 
undermine consumer confidence in the online business. 
 
 2.1a) Orphan works and extended collective licensing 
 
As a preliminary remark A.F.I. would like to underline that the scope and amplitude of orphan 
works, within the creative sectors, vary from one sector to another.  
 
With regard to the issue of orphan works, the Commission adopted in 2006 a Recommendation 
encouraging Member States to improve conditions for digitalization of and online accessibility 
to cultural material by creating mechanisms to facilitate the use of orphan works following the 
consultation of interested parties. 
 
Furthermore, a High Level Expert Group on Digital Libraries adopted the “Final Report on 
Digital Preservation, Orphan Works and Out-of-Print Works” and a “Memorandum of Understanding on 
Orphan Works” including a list of sector-specific guidelines on due diligent criteria for orphan 
works signed by representatives of libraries, archives and rightholders.3  
 
Stakeholders agreed that there was a need for guidelines for diligent search to assist in 
identifying and locating rightholders, in different creative sectors, and confirmed their 
willingness in participating in this work. 
 
The guidelines already foreseen that diligent search would generally use the resources of the 
country of origin of work (if known) and be carried out on a title by title basis and available 
data.  
 
In addition to that, the guidelines specify that resources should either be publicly available or 
held by an organization willing to share information needed at no cost or low cost. In this 
context, collective right management organizations, for the relevant sector, together with their 
database are considered resources available for research.  
                                                           
3 http://ec.europa.eu/information_society/activities/digital_libraries/experts/hleg/meetings/index_en.htm  

http://ec.europa.eu/information_society/activities/digital_libraries/experts/hleg/meetings/index_en.htm
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Therefore, on the issue of orphan works, the Commission should concentrate on applying the 
tools already provided on the basis of the “Memorandum of Understanding on Orphan 
Works”. The guidelines already contain practical instruments for diligent search to identify  
rightholders taking into account the potential and specific characteristics of the different 
creative sectors.  
 
2.1b) Limitations and exceptions of copyright laws 
 
According to A.F.I, the approach based on the exhaustive list of non-compulsory exceptions 
provided in Directive 2001/29/EC is sufficiently flexible and valid.  
 
In particular, with regard to people with disabilities, A.F.I believes that the exception provided 
for in art. 5 § 3b of Directive 2001/29/EC should be fully applied.  
 
On the contrary, with respect to works created by users, compliance with copyright and 
neighbouring rights is essential with no need to introduce new exceptions for “users-created 
works”. When consumers create new content by using content of others, consumers need to 
obtain the relevant authorization from the rightholders in compliance with national and 
international law on the protection of copyright and neighbouring rights. Therefore, new 
exceptions for the so called “user-created content” should not be foreseen.  
 
 
3. Commercial users’ access – steps towards enhanced licensing efficiency  
 
The development of internet has brought significant challenges to a wider range of innovative 
online services and to the possibility offered by the digital technologies. 
 
A.F.I. supports the creation of one-stop-shop system at national level. On the issue of 
identification of copyright ownership in the EU, A.F.I. agrees with the fact that lack of data and 
complete information on right holders represent another obstacle to accurate remuneration and 
correct management of rights4.  
 
Notwithstanding the usefulness of a database to gather such information, A.F.I. remains deeply 
concerned as to way of putting in place such a system in order to guarantee the confidentiality 
of the data and the correct maintenance of local repertoires. Last but not least, A.F.I. is 
seriously concerned with the problem of governance and responsibility of such a system. 
Record companies, such as those represented in A.F.I., have already created new and 
innovative ways to license their rights to digital service providers and mobile operators.  
                                                           
4 A.F.I. is currently undertaking huge investments in order to “digitalize” its repertoire and identify clearly each 
rightholder. 
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At the moment, in Italy, the key players such as SIAE, which represents collecting authors and 
publishers, A.F.I. and TelecomItalia are cooperating together to build up a legal digital platform 
(“Legal Bay”) in order to provide/offer legal contents and properly identify the respective 
rightholders.   
 
A.F.I firmly believes that current reciprocity agreements are to be maintained ensuring access to 
users, without discrimination, to a wide range of repertoire which are the expression of cultural 
diversity and healthy competition in the internal market.  Access to users is to be balanced with 
adequate protection of rightholders and their interests.  
 
4. Licensing framework at European level  
 
With respect to the need of enhancing licensing efficiency, A.F.I. favors a softer approach as 
indicated under option b).  
 
In this respect, A.F.I. would like to draw the attention of the Commission to the importance of 
avoiding the risk of centralization of the market and of the repertoires in few content 
management systems (“CSM”). This would lead to the weakening and the elimination of the 
small national content management systems to the detriment of specific minority repertoires 
and to the overall detriment of cultural diversity in Europe.  
 
In Italy, on the trail of the French “Hadopi” experience, Altroconsumo, the Italian association 
that represents consumers, is shifting from the idea of disseminating culture through P2P to the 
initiative of supporting a petition for the modification of P2P. 
 
A correct approach for the reform of copyright cannot avoid to take into consideration, 
specially in the digital environment, the use of technological systems that are able to protect 
rightholders, grant licenses and distribute remunerations in a transparent and efficient manner 
to the benefit of  high quality of services for consumers.  
    
A.F.I. has participated in the European project AXMEDIS which has been co-financed under 
the Sixth Framework Programme. The main goal of Axmedis is the development of 
technologies for the production and automatic aggregation of multi-media contents suitable for 
distribution in all channels (i.e. internet, laptops, mobiles, television) and the development of 
trade digital contents by means of the creation of a P2P platform between users at B2B level.  
 
Therefore and on the basis of the above-mentioned considerations, A.F.I. believes that a softer 
approach is to be preferred to the other listed approaches. A.F.I. does not support option a) 
due to the of lack of transparency and risk to lead to the creation of new forms of monopolies  
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and option c) which will have the opposite effect of increasing piracy ( i.e. smaller authors, 
producers and editors will be left out from the distributions of remunerations).   
 
5. Protection of rightholders: cooperation with ISPs and financial incentives  
 
The growing importance of internet and the digitalization technologies open up new 
possibilities for distributing creative content online for the creative industries. However, easier 
access for consumers to creative content is to be combined with adequate protection of 
rightholders and their commercial interests. 
 
A.F.I. firmly believes that closer and stronger cooperation with ISPs and notably the access 
providers is essential to the development of a genuine market for creative content and to fight 
against piracy.  
 
Therefore, A.F.I. strongly supports the French law “Hadopì2” which provides for ISPs to play 
an important role in the fight against online piracy. According to all record companies that are 
represented in A.F.I., this initiative has to be considered an example to be followed and a solid 
step forward a concrete cooperation amongst national governments, ISPs and content 
owners/suppliers for the protection of creative contents against regular infringements of 
copyright.  
 
ISPs are making tremendous profits out of the increased demand of subscriptions and 
increased traffic on their networks. ISPs are not concerned with the scale and the problems 
related to the increased illegal activities that take place on their services.  
 
The evolution of internet piracy towards P2P calls for the indispensable cooperation of access 
providers with the creative industries. Each year record companies suffer massive losses from 
piracy to the detriment of the development of legal services.  
 
Moreover, in addition to promote closer collaboration with ISPs and the creative industries the 
Commission should also engage in directing existing financial resources to support creativity 
and, mostly important, to create new programmes aiming at stimulating creativity. 
 
In conclusion, A.F.I. is also of the opinion that the creative sector should benefit from reduced 
VAT rates offline and online.  
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______________________________________________ 
 
 
Founded in 1933, A.F.I. - the Italian Association of Phonographic Producers -, represents over 
150 Italian SMEs of audio and video music producers and publishers.  
 
In the last years, A.F.I. introduced the first experimental license for streaming in the web, 
participated in the establishment of the Italian Music Observatory, and launched EMCA, the 
European Music Copyright Alliance (www.emcaweb.net) aiming at promoting common 
educational initiatives at European level to raise awareness on copyright education and artistic 
creativity in schools. 
 
 
In addition to that in 2005 A.F.I. established C.A.P.I., the European Federation A.S.B.L., which 
aims at being the forum of discussion for all players in the creative sector (i.e. authors, 
producers, performers and publishers).  
 
A.F.I. is also partner of the AXMEDIS project (www.axmedis.org), which has been co-
financed by the European Commission under the Sixth Framework Programme (IST).  
The main goal of Axmedis is the development of technologies for the production and 
automatic aggregation of multi media contents suitable for distribution in all channels (i.e. 
internet, laptops, mobiles, television) and the development of trade digital contents by means of 
the creation of a P2P platform between users at B2B level.  
 
The Axmedis project gives an important contribution to the debate of the management of 
rights in the on-line context: data related to the different use of contents and to the different 
rights exploited by means of the Axmedis platform are automatically reported to the collecting 
societies that can manage and distribute the rights in a quicker and direct way.  
 
Some collecting societies have already assessed the achievements of the Axmedis project.   

 
 
 
 

*** 

http://www.emcaweb.net/
http://www.axmedis.org/
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